
 

  

Press information 

CeBIT 2010: CONTENS presents integration of Google Search  

Appliance and SaaS solution  

Munich, 02/10/2010 – for the first time CONTENS presents an integration of the 

Google Search Appliance 6 into its Content Management technology, a new SaaS 

product and many more enhancements on the CeBIT. Co-exhibiting with 

CONTENS are Intergral and Railo Technologies, who are showcasing ShareDox 

SaaS DMS and the Railo Open Source ColdFusion server respectively.  

 

At this year’s CeBIT (March 2nd through 6th 2010), the Munich Content Manage-

ment specialist CONTENS Software GmbH (Hall 6, stand J32) will showcase 

their integration of the Google Search Appliance 6 (GSA) with the CMS solution 

CONTENS.   

Outstanding search results  

Website editors as well as visitors can now use Google’s superior search func-

tions through the integration of the Google Search Appliance 6 into CONTENS. 

This new combination provides quick, relevant and secure access to information 

in CONTENS and in connected application databases, while increasing the effi-

ciency of editorial work. Feature highlights include the indexing of large quanti-

ties of data and file types, as well as comprehensive support in twenty-seven 

languages, which is especially valuable for large companies and institutions. 

For companies with fewer requirements, Google Mini, the smaller version of the 

Google Search Appliance (www.google.de/gsa) can also be integrated into 

CONTENS. 

SaaS accelerates online projects  

A further innovation from CONTENS, is the newly developed Software-as-a-

Service solution (SaaS) “CONTENS cloud“. Customers no longer require their 

own IT infrastructure, because they can license the CMS as a complete hosted 

solution. In doing so, costs for hardware and support can be saved, while at the 

same time accelerating the implementation process. CONTENS cloud is avail-

able within minutes and like any other CONTENS installation, can be custom-

ized for individual demands. Customers benefit from a proven infrastructure 
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that is scalable and easily and reliably absorbs peaks in usage. The new model 

is ideal for smaller companies who are expanding quickly or have time critical 

projects. 

CONTENS “Cluster” will also be unveiled at this years CeBIT. CONTENS Cluster 

enables  the distribution of processor intensive operations across several serv-

ers. Options include the media server, which is responsible for the distribution 

of files, the service server, which does all the “heavy lifting”, and the clustered 

editorial server for companies with a large editorial force. 

ShareDox, the SaaS Document Management System 

Joining CONTENS at this years CeBIT are our partners Intergral and Railo. In-

tergral are presenting the latest version of ShareDox (www.sharedox.com), a 

powerful SaaS Document Management solution which offers all the key fea-

tures from one product, providing search, security, workflow and revision con-

trol for all types of content. For the first time, Intergral will also be showcasing 

the seamless integration between ShareDox SaaS and CONTENS cloud. Docu-

ments maintained in ShareDox can be selected, exported and published by 

CONTENS CMS. ShareDox and CONTENS offer the ideal combination of an inte-

grated SaaS CMS-DMS solution built on the latest Adobe WEB 2.0 technologies 

of ColdFusion and Flex. 

Railo, the Open Source ColdFusion server 

Also at the CONTENS stand, the Swiss supplier Railo Technologies 

(www.getrailo.com) introduces the latest version of the Open Source ColdFu-

sion server Railo 3.1.2. Railo is the fastest Open Source ColdFusion server, and 

boasts and impressive level of stability and reliability. Besides the Open Source 

version, Railo also offers an Enterprise Bundle, which includes additional soft-

ware, such as the FusionReactor and FusionDebug – the Enterprise Bundle also 

comes complete with support.  

Free guest tickets under www.contens.de/cebit    

As of now, interested parties have the possibility to make appointments and or-

der guest tickets under www.contens.de/cebit. 
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About Intergral  

Since the 90‘s, Intergral has been providing innovative products, enterprise 

scale software solutions and IT Services to thousands of customers across the 

globe. Intergral is an Adobe Solution partner, and we have a number of prod-

ucts built around the Adobe ColdFusion technology, including the award win-

ning FusionReactor Server Monitor as well as FusionDebug, the first interactive 

step debugger for ColdFusion. Intergral also offers a rich, web based Document 

Management solution, called ShareDox. ShareDox is available as a “Software as 

a Service” (SaaS) model and is built using the latest WEB 2.0 technologies from 

Adobe. Our products are relied upon daily by leading companies all over the 

world, they reflect our technical expertise, high focus on usability and total 

commitment to quality. 

About Railo Technologies  

Railo Technologies is the company behind the Railo CFML engine. The CFML 

engine Railo is an open source website scripting language that obeys the CFML 

markup definition. CFML is very similar to HTML and therefore very easy to 

learn. Railo Technologies provides consulting, support, extensions and training 

for Railo Open Source - the high performance open source CFML engine. 

About CONTENS Software GmbH 

CONTENS Software GmbH provides content management software (CMS) and 

social software solutions for companies with sophisticated online communica-

tion needs.  

Its line of products meets the demands of businesses from small online editors 

to international companies. With the help of CONTENS’ platform-independent 

CMS products and social software solutions, businesses can realize even exten-

sive online projects within a very short amount of time and without any prior 

programming knowledge being required.  

Several well-known companies rely on the content management products pro-

vided by CONTENS, Adecco, Böllhoff, Brose, Concordia Insurance Group, Eli 

Lilly, the HVB BKK, John Deere, the cantons of Aargau and Freiburg, the Max 

Planck society, McDonald’s Deutschland Inc., manager-lounge, Mövenpick Ho-

tels & Resorts, the Oettinger Imex AG, Ratiopharm, RTL interactive, Schwyzer 

Kantonalbank, Siemens TS, the city of Biel, T-Mobile and UniCredit Direct Ser-

vices. 
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Further Information 

CONTENS Software GmbH  

Alexander Friess 

Phone: +49 (0)89 51 99 69-0 

Email: friess@contens.de 

 

 


